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1. Details of Tracking Scenario Attributes.

There are countless application scenarios in the world, each
presenting unique characteristics. Designing an effective
tracker requires the identification of factors with a signifi-
cant impact on tracking, while disregarding those with min-
imal influence. To delve into the nature of these scenarios,
a more concrete study and analysis are essential. In the fol-
lowing sections, we will provide definitions and quantitative
calculations for each attribute.

1.1. Measurement Metric and Results

• Motion Complexity. This metric reflects the irregularity
and unpredictability of target motion within the scenario.
In our assessments, we decompose motion into direction
and velocity. For motion velocity, we calculate the vari-
ance of successive velocity magnitudes for each target.
For the direction of motion, we transform the continu-
ous direction of the target into the polar coordinate form
and calculate the direction mean and variance in the po-
lar coordinate system. The final weighted sum of the two
components is the motion complexity.

• Variation Amplitude. This metric reflects the magni-
tude of the target’s variation, which consists of two com-
ponents: shape variation and absolute position variation.
For the former, we obtain the variance of the target’s suc-
cessive aspect ratios. For the latter, we calculate the mag-
nitude of the target’s movement relative to its own size.
The final weighted sum of the two components is the vari-
ation amplitude.

• Target Density. This metric reflects the density of the
crowd inside the scene, implicitly reflecting the degree of
occlusion between the crowds. For a frame, we calcu-
late the distance between each target in it and measure it
by the average body size of the targets. Then we con-
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Scenario
Attribute

Motion
Complexity

Variation
Amplitude

Target
Density

Frame
Rate

Small
Target

BDD100K 1.76 1.80 0.90 5 7.11
SportsMOT 3.10 0.28 0.48 25 2.06
MOT17 1.19 0.03 2.77 30 7.51
MOT20 0.57 0.02 3.30 30 8.39
DanceTrack 3.44 1.34 1.75 30 0.00

Table 1. Scores on tracking scenario attributes on five datasets.

Scenario
Attribute

Motion
Complexity

Variation
Amplitude

Target
Density

Frame
Rate

Small
Target

BDD100K 0.41 1.00 0.15 1.00 0.85
SportsMOT 0.88 0.06 0.00 0.20 0.25
MOT17 0.22 0.00 0.81 0.00 0.90
MOT20 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
DanceTrack 1.00 0.55 0.45 0.00 0.00

Table 2. Normalization of detailed scores on tracking scenario
attributes on five datasets.

sider people to be occluded by each other when the dis-
tance between them is less than half of their body size.
More generally, after averaging, this attribute represents
the amount of occlusion per capita.

• Small Target. This metric represents the average content
of small targets in the dataset. We use the target area to
filter small targets with a certain threshold and count the
average number of small targets in the scene.

• Frame Rate. This metric is the number of frames cap-
tured in one second of the input video stream. The larger
the frame rate, the more information changes within the
scene and the more difficult it is to tracking.

Based on the definitions above, we measured these at-
tributes on five datasets. The results are shown in Table 1.
We normalized each attribute as shown in Table 2. We pro-
vide a qualitative comparison of motion complexity, dis-
played in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Qualitative comparison of motion complexity. Different colors represent the trajectories of different targets. The trajectories in
both autonomous driving dataset (BDD100K) and pedestrian dataset (MOT17, MOT20) are linear and more predictable than the dancing
and sports datasets (DanceTrack, SportsMOT).

BDD100K SportsMOT DanceTrack MOT17 MOT20
BytrTrack [28] - 21.1 22.4 21.3 15.3
MOTRV2 [29] 11.2 - 6.8 6.4 6.5
GHOST [20] 11.1 - 2.7 1.2 0.6
Ours 18.7 13.5 14.6 15.6 7.6
Ours (Accel) 28.3 19.7 19.5 18.5 12.2

Table 3. Comparison of FPS on multiple datasets. ’Accel’ repre-
sents the accelerated version. Note that the green color represents
the inference speed on the basis of the detection result files and the
black color represents the speed of the complete tracking process.

1.2. Candidate Attribute.

Appearance similarity. This attribute is used to describe
the similarity of the appearance of the targets within the
scene. Overly similar appearances, such as the target wear-
ing the same dance outfit in DanceTrack, the same jer-
sey in SportsMOT, etc., can interfere with the use of the
appearance-dominated method by reducing distinguishabil-
ity between targets.

The reason we did not choose it as the major attribute is
that it has a relatively small impact, compared to the dam-
age that other attributes do to motion and appearance. For
example, in DanceTrack [21], irregular motion can be fatal
to the motion-based method. But even if the appearance is
similar, we can still rely on the appearance-based method to
track targets well.

2. Inference Speed.
As shown in Table 3, we give the inference speeds of our
GeneralTrack and several commonly used SOTAs on multi-
ple datasets. Note that all results are tested under 1 NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 3090 Ti GPU. Among all prior trackers, Bytr-
Track is mostly the fastest, and our accelerated version can
achieve inference speeds similar to it, but our performance
is better on almost all datasets.
Accelerated Version. Because our Feature Relation Ex-
tractor constructs global relationships, reducing the image

size can accelerate the inference speed with little impact on
performance. So we can resize the input image to a smaller
size if there is a need for acceleration.

3. Architecture and Training Details.

The weights-sharing convolutional neural network in Fea-
ture Relation Extractor consists of 6 residual blocks (2 at 1/2
resolution, 2 at 1/4 resolution, and 2 at 1/8 resolution). For
training, we employ the AdamW optimizer [13] and limit
the gradients to the interval [-1, 1]. The main purpose of
dense flow and correspondence tasks is to construct a pixel-
wise dense relationship of an image pair, and our task is
to construct the pixel-wise relationship and transform them
into instance-wise associations from fine to coarse. There-
fore, we use KITTI [6] for pre-training in the settings of
optical flow for enhancing the capability of Feature Re-
lation Extractor (the weights-sharing convolutional neural
network).
Background Mask. To focus more on foreground targets,
we mask the background area to reduce its disturbance in
the calculation of the correlation pyramid. Based on the
tracklet bank T and prior detection Dt, respectively, we
generate binarized matrices, where each binarized element
represents whether it belongs to a foreground target or not.
Background mask is only used on DanceTrack in the bench-
mark results.

4. Elaborate Version of TbD in Related Works.

Tracking-by-Detection. The dominant paradigm in the
field has long been tracking-by-detection [2, 3, 5, 8, 16, 17,
22, 24, 26, 28], which divides tracking into two steps: (i)
frame-wise object detection, (ii) data association to link the
detections and form trajectories. The core of the data as-
sociation is to construct inter-frame relation (Affinity ma-
trix) between tracklets and detections, and then complete
the matching with the Hungarian algorithm [12]. The affin-
ity matrix for matching is often driven by motion informa-



tion [2, 7, 17, 19] or appearance information [5, 18, 24, 25].
Motion-based trackers exploit the fact that object displace-
ments tend to be small given two neighboring frames. This
allows them to leverage spatial proximity for matching
with tools such as Kalman filters [2, 9] or its variant ver-
sion [7, 10, 27]. Some recent works [17, 19] use data-
driven motion models for more accurate motion prediction
and lead to more robust tracking. Motion trackers work
well for pedestrian tracking scenarios with regular motion,
i.e., MOT17 and MOT20. But when the frame rate goes
low, the movement amplitude gets larger, and the motion
becomes more complex, motion wears out, and it’s needed
for appearance. Appearance relies on extracting discrimi-
native features to construct instance-level relations. Deep-
SORT [24] firstly adopts a stand-alone Re-ID model to ex-
tract appearance features from the detection boxes. Follow-
up efforts [4, 11, 15, 18, 20, 23, 25] use a variety of ap-
proaches to come up with better appearance models, such
as domain adaptation [20], contrastive learning [16], etc..
These appearances rely on distinguishable overall voxel in-
formation and can handle the above occasions where mo-
tions cannot resolve. However, it has limitations when it
encounters occlusion caused by dense crowds or the targets
are too small to extract effective features.

In facing these issues, previous methods worked towards
a better balance between motion and appearance. Some
works [1, 5, 20, 24, 28] choose whether to emphasize mo-
tion or appearance more based on a very strong prior and
multiple experiment attempts. TrackFlow [14] addresses
these issues by building on an elegant probabilistic formula-
tion that requires additional virtual datasets for training. In
contrast, we propose a new tracking method that achieves
generalization while avoiding the need to balance motion
and appearance.

5. Detailed Analysis on Benchmarks.
BDD100K. Our GeneralTrack outperforms the state-of-the-
art methods in most key metrics, i.e., ranks first for met-
rics mTETA, mHOTA, mIDF1, mMOTA, HOTA, IDF1 and
ranks second for MOTA in the validation set. On the test
set, GeneralTrack achieves the best performance under most
of the key metrics, with the rest of the metrics ranked sec-
ond and very close to the best. Note that we use the same
detection results as GHOST and ByteTrack, compared to
which brings a big boost (+1.2 mHOTA, +1.4 HOTA, +0.6
mIDF1, + 1.8 IDF1, +1.5 mMOTA, +0.7 MOTA) in the val-
idation set and (+1.1 mHOTA, +1.5 HOTA, + 1.6 IDF1) in
the test set on GHOST; (+1.6 mHOTA, +1.8 HOTA, +1.4
mIDF1, +2.3 IDF1) in the validation set and (+1.1 IDF1,
+2.3 IDF1) in the test set on ByteTrack. While Bytetrack se-
lects appearance and GHOST weight summation of motion
and appearance, in comparison, our approach outperforms
such hand-designed algorithms by a large margin, demon-

strating the generalizability of our approach to the multi-
class tracking task with a low frame rate.

SportsMOT. GeneralTrack ranks first in all key met-
rics (HOTA, MOTA, IDF1). While using the same detec-
tions, we gain significant improvement (+8.4 HOTA, + 2.3
IDF1) on MixSort-Byte and (+ 2.0 IDF1) on MixSort-OC.
Otherwise, MixSort-Byte and MixSort-OC train the asso-
ciation component on both the training set and the valida-
tion set; in contrast, we train only on the training set. Even
so, we are still surpassing them and the improvements in
metrics prove the superiority of our association capabilities
even under very severe motion complexity.

DanceTrack. When being generalized to the dancing
dataset, our method outperforms all CNN-based trackers.
Note that all these CNN-based methods share the same de-
tection, our GeneralTrack ranks first in HOTA and is 2.3
higher than the second place. Similarly, our AssA and DetA
are 2.4 and 0.9 higher than the second place, respectively.
Although our method is inferior to MOTRv2, it uses both
YOLOX and MOTR with more than two hundred times
training resource usage than ours. And our method outper-
forms it on several other datasets. These results indicate
that our method is robust to large variation amplitudes of
the target in addition to handling complex motions.

MOT17 and MOT20. Both datasets are pedestrian track-
ing datasets with regular motion patterns and both have
dense crowd distributions and smaller targets. Our method
ranks first in all key metrics HOTA, MOTA, IDF1 and
DetA, IDs on MOT17 and ranks second in HOTA and
MOTA on MOT20. On MOT17, GeneralTrack improves
over the best previous methods, e.g., gaining the improve-
ment (+1.2 HOTA, +1.9 MOTA, + 1.2 IDF1) on GHOST
and (+0.9 HOTA, +0.3 MOTA, + 1.0 IDF1) on ByteTrack.
For MOT20, our method performs more stably under three
key metrics compared to other trackers. These results show
that our method can generalize well to scenarios where
crowded and small targets exist.

6. More Discussion on Domain Generalization.

On domain generalization experiments for cross-class on
BDD100K, domain generalization of GHOST [20] focuses
on the ReID model while our method addresses the asso-
ciation model. We provide the performance of both train-
ing with one class and then tracking in the entire dataset
(GeneralTrack:mHOTA 46.5, mIDF1 55.2, mMOTA 45.5
; GHOST: mHOTA 45.7, mIDF1 55.6, mMOTA 44.9). It
is worth noting that we only train on one class (car) on
BDD100K, whereas GHOST train one class (people) with
data outside of BDD100K.



Inuput Size DS mHOTA mIDF1 mMOTA HOTA IDF1 MOTA IDs
720×1280 2 47.1 56.1 46.1 63.4 72.5 68.3 8503
720×1280 4 46.6 55.3 45.3 62.6 71.5 67.7 10283
360×640 2 46.2 54.8 44.8 62.3 71.0 67.4 9781

7. Resolution and Downsampling Scale.

The ablation study below shows that our method is insen-
sitive to both the frame resolution and the downsampling
scale (DS).
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